






























































If you wish to comment on the proposals, please do so in the space below.

Name: Email Address:
ashley vass avass1uk@aol.com My first point of this consultation that it has gone out to drivers as well as operators/Owners. 

Operators/Owners views must carry much more weight than drivers. What must become clear there 
are many different requirements from operators as the operating cost vary greatly dependent on 
their fleet makeup? And different times of operation some are day driver's some night driver's and 
some operate night and day.  Myself run's a full disability fleet  and don’t have the same cost as 
other operator's/owner's putting extra cost on to myself and  operators of disability modified 
vehicles.   As I have said in previous years which the committee has agreed this is a maximum tariff 
so any representations from the consultation that wish not to have the tariff changed should not be 
giving any consideration as operators/owners do not have to implement them.(and may choose not 
to do so which  is their choice as it has always been.    I feel this is minimal rise and in some cases 
a decrease i.e. 5 or more passengers between 6am and 10pm. I see this as more of a restructure 
as is it is 3 to 5 tariffs  but this  layout is been used by many surrounding areas where it work's i.e. it 
is not a new idea but one  that has been used for years.   The new tariff presents a consistent way 
of charging for multi seat vehicles as only a 25% increase at all times instead of 50% increase only 
during the day and no increase at night. For me I will lose in the daytime but will gain at night.  We 
Need a premium to encourage multi seated (above 4) vehicles at night. A premium is needed as 
policy forces me to run larger vehicles to accommodate wheelchair passengers which is by choice 
but is more expensive to run.   The National private hire Private hire association have been 
consulted over this tariff approved the detail, calculations and indeed commented “very well 
presented and easy for the public to understand”. So when people say it is complicated I don't 
understand this as the new layout is easy to read and if all the changes  does not go through I 
would like to make sure the New the Layout and additional wording is changed including Soiling up 
to £150 (again the maximum only). 
Now inclusive of card fees which is needed to be Legal which was stated from the National Private 
Hire Association. As our costs go up our profit goes down this is not only linked to fuel and council 
charges, when any other businesses costs go up they raise their prices and their profits remain the 
same.   We all have to remember the council don’t set the tariff it comes from the trade and yes like 
all business sector different business have different views but this is only the MAXIMUM tariff is set 
and if operators don’t want to charge they do not have to.   A revised change was put forward from 
the Association due to concern’s of the flag being too high so in version 2 which has been to reduce 
the flag. This was not sent in the consultation but has been accepted as a response to the 
consultation.  So my personal conclusion  is that I would like to see the change go through as 
represented  and if not  I would suggest as an alternative version 2  but I would like to see the 
change to the LAYOUT as shown as standard so at least the new layout with the additional credit 
card surcharge and MAX soiling fee.    Yours Sincerely      Ashley Vass  AM: PM cars

Please also provide your contact 
details, so that we can respond to 
your comment in due course.
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